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Abstract
Pervasive communications aect the way people interact. In this ar-
ticle paradoxes and social implications of pervasive communications are
presented.
1 Introduction
It is not unusual nowadays to carry your laptop in your briefcase that also en-
closes your pda while you are talking to your cell phone on your way to the local
caf. There you might be tempted to power on your 802.11x enabled laptop or
pda to check emails or you might be alerted by your beeper since your boss (or
your administrative assistant) is urgently looking for you (there might be bad
coverage for your high frequency cellular phone inside the space you are located
but on the contrary, there might be adequate coverage for the low frequency
pager you are using in the same space). We are surrounded by wireless com-
munication networks connected or enclosed by other communication mediums
and we are close to start using devices that could operate in all those mediums
(a pda that is cellular phone or a GPS receiver outside the house, a portable
802.11x enabled pc or a cordless phone inside or close to a building).
It seems that people who like gadgets are very happy nowadays but the true
question is whether we really need all this communication paraphernalia, how
we use it and what kind of people we become when we use it.2 Paradoxes of pervasive communicators
There is no doubt that mobile telephony has provided exibility in every day
life. You can provide assurance to the elderly or the disabled that you could be
reached in case of an emergency, you can contact your friends easier than before,
especially when you are late, and you can communicate with your employees or
employers more eectively (for example pizza delivery has been accelerated and
expanded to various locations due to mobile communications). However, this
convenience has come with a social price. Mobile telephony has changed the
way we perceive time and space [7] and therefore it has transformed the way we
interact with the rest of the world.
It is unnecessary to set an exact meeting time with our friends when we
know that we can wirelessly contact them. Simply because we know that we
can reach them in case we are late, we might erroneously think that there is
no need to rush and eventually be late. Or the whole group of friends might
quickly re-arrange its meeting time, simply because mobile communications al-
low them to do so. The point here is that it is dicult to adhere to a personal
agenda when you have your cell phone on since it is possible to arrange your
day according to the \events it brings about" ( [7], p. 194). And everyday life
is thank god pretty unpredictable.
It is common ground that nowadays life has become faster and people feel
busier. Maybe that is due to the fact that pervasive communications have made
the boundaries between work time and leisure time (at home or elsewhere) less
distinct. In many cases we are able to work at the park, at the caf and at the
balcony of our house with the same convenience as in our oce, mainly because
we can easily communicate (and not because we have an ultra-sexy and powerful
portable computer). The interesting paradox here is that some scientists claim
that leisure time has been increased in modern times even though people feel
overwhelmingly busy [5], [7]. Maybe the above statement could be justied by
the fact that technology has simplied every day tasks (and therefore we are
able to save time in trivial tasks like doing laundry or cooking) but on the other
hand pervasive communications pressure to potentially \steal" that saved time:
either through the expansion of work time against leisure or simple because we
feel stressed when the cellular is on since somebody might be looking for us
threatening to change our personal plans. L. Fortunati alongside the same lines
between leisure time and mobile telephony observes: \time is socially perceived
as something that must be lled up to the very smallest folds" thus eliminating
\the positive aspects of lost time" that could also ll up with reection, possible
adventures, observing events and so on.." [4], [7].
Apart from dierent perception of time, mobile communication users have
become agnostic of their surrounding spaces. How many times have we observed
people talking to their cell phones, walking down the street completely ignoring
their passing pedestrians like they are living in their own private world? In
2the case of car drivers, this phenomenon becomes dangerous for people lives,
however here we want to stress a dierent dimension: the problem here is that
mobile, pervasive communications remove eye-contact from social interaction
and as L. Fortunati nicely puts it, that leads to \a devaluation of the unspo-
ken rules regarding participation in public communication space" [4], [7]. Here
lies another paradox: even though telephony was invented to serve the ultimate
social need of communication between people, mobile telephony seems to stereo-
type egocentric inhuman attitudes from its users.
That is a reasonable outcome given the fact that mobile calls are intrusive:
many times we are forced to interrupt a conversation to answer the phone. By
acquiring a mobile phone you make a social contract: to answer the phone
when people are calling you or nd out an excuse or an explanation why you
are refusing to answer. In either case, your personal right to refuse to talk is
compromised and your freedom is constrained. Since a mobile phone is portable,
it is associated with its owner, therefore it is practically acceptable to miss some
calls but missing all calls becomes socially infeasible. In those terms, mobility
of pervasive communications becomes \a bug instead of a feature": another
paradox of pervasive communications.
The asynchronous character of email, in other words the fact that you are
not guaranteed to reach the message recipient in real time, is the reason for its
social acceptance as the basic means of communication among most of the peo-
ple (probably you know many people without cell phones but you know quite
fewer without an email address). Asynchrony in emails also means that you
should not expect immediate reply. Therefore, emailing is not an intrusive way
of communication (if of course we exclude spam about which we are going to
elaborate later) and its very convenient: it is easier to invite a new friend for
dinner by sending an email rather by leaving a message at her answering ma-
chine since writing an email gives you time to think what to say, allows you
to send detailed directions about the meeting location and it doesn't require a
nice voice, only smart writing. Communication asynchrony in emailing turns
out to be \a feature not a bug" (another paradox) and it has maintained or
strengthened social bonds. It doesn't have the \eye-contact feature of commu-
nication" but it's not inhuman since it is an accelerated electronic version of the
traditional snail mail service, which is established centuries now and is socially
embraced.
3 Feeling Monitored
Millions of lines have been written about the convergence of pervasive communi-
cations and surveillance networks. It is estimated that the image of the average
urbanite is caught on closed-circuit television cameras three hundred times a
day [9], [7]. The credit card companies are able to monitor our buying habits
3and form our prole based on what we wear, what we eat, where we entertain
ourselves and so on. The mobile carriers could triangulate and locate us every
time our cell phone is on. The same can happen more accurately when we are
driving our car, since many new car models are equipped with an embedded
GPS receiver and mobile phone, for anti-theft protection or emergency report-
ing. We could also be located (with a smaller accuracy and granularity) through
the RFID we are using to pay electronically road tolls.
As technology evolves it will become easier to \sense" sensitive private in-
formation about individuals. The critical problem is not about sensing that
information which is inevitable (how many people live without credit cards
nowadays?) but it is about disseminating that sensitive, private data. Notice
that all that recording of private information is happening by distributed or-
ganizations (mobile carriers, banks, hospitals, stores, malls etc) and therefore
collecting that information means that networking between all those decentral-
ized organizations should be facilitated. In the era of networks that is technically
doable but at the same time it is legally unadvisable and administratively im-
practical given the bureaucratic inertia of large organizations.
Nevertheless, we can never be sure what is really happening with our private
data, especially in the post-September 11 era. And that doubt is the biggest
fear: regardless whether we are monitored or not, having the impression that
there is the Big Brother on top of our heads watching on us (even if there isn't),
basically restricts our freedom. I'm tempted to nominate that restriction of
freedom as another paradox of pervasive communications since we are basically
trading convenience with privacy. Nevertheless, I'm not going to do so, since
that trade-o was inevitable and predictable. Technology is a tool and peo-
ple ought to know its implications. For example you don't need to know the
electronic internals of a mobile phone but you ought to know that whenever
you switch it on (even if it stays idle and you won't make a phone call), it is
technically doable to be triangulated and (roughly) located.
4 Consumers as Producers
Pervasive communications could be used to ght back that sense of lost privacy
and freedom their usage has created. Decentralized wireless communication, ei-
ther in the form of cellular phones or 802.11x-enabled pdas could be used from
people in a distributed way to record the geographical locations of surveillance
cameras in public spaces. That is the aim of the iSee project done at MIT
Media Lab [3]. With a similar mentality, information gathering and collabo-
rative ltering could be applied to the online web so people can monitor their
government, in the same way underground and hidden governmental agencies
are collecting information about people (see for example the Opengov project
at MIT Media Lab [3].
4Totalitarianism because of surveillance networks is certainly a possibility but
for now it is a speculation. Online distributed journalism in the form of "blogs"
is a reality today since pervasive communications have converted every com-
municating individual to a reporter. This phenomenon will be amplied with
third generation mobile telephony where pictures and videos are easier to ex-
change. Pervasive communications are creating many-to-many media securing
\the widest possible dissemination of information from diverse and antagonistic
sources" [1], [7]. In that sense, democracy is protected since information ow
is decentralized and therefore cannot be controlled. It is interesting to note
here that online \blogs" became feasible because Internet is by denition a dis-
tributed, unregulated (to a large extent) communication medium and blogging
will be increased with the advent of decentralized wireless communications like
those based on wi technology (which is based on open spectrum). In other
words, the unregulated communication medium turned the consumers of infor-
mation to producers. Internet access is not considered as a broadcasting (one
way) medium only but as an information many-to-many highway.
On the other hand traditional broadcast media are based on a dierent men-
tality according to which people cannot easily interact but are doomed just to
consume. The conventional business model requires that broadcast companies
buy the spectrum over which they are going to deploy their services, then invest
on a costly infrastructure and then disseminate their expensive content. Since
the investment on the proprietary infrastructure must be compensated, the no-
tion of total control over the infrastructure and the content delivered grows.
As a concrete example we could mention the debate over digital television: the
broadcast television companies set up standards for digital transmission of tv
programs but at the same time they want to impose several restrictions on the
capabilities of digital receivers (to playback only copyrighted material, to be
restricted on what they could record, to be incapable of transmitting back in-
formation to the cable provider and so on) [10].
The broadcast media believe that those restrictions would help them to max-
imize their return of investment over digital TV (DTV) and also would assist the
war against piracy over digital content, a phenomenon that has proliferated due
to success of online le-sharing peer-to-peer systems. That's an over-simplied
approach since it is well know that a networked medium is more valuable than
an one-way broadcast: the value of a network grows with the square number of
users (Metcalfe's law) and the variety of applications that it facilitates (Reeds
Law). Recording and communication mutation of digital receivers is a naive
approach when watermarking techniques could be used or (more importantly)
dierent micropayment techniques [6] could be adopted, revolutionizing the dis-
tribution of digital content and limiting piracy to large extent. Peer-to-peer le
sharing systems shocked the recording industry and soon they will shake the
lm production industry. But the outcome is that music can be bought cheaper
nowadays and if the music and lm industry adopt electronic micropayment
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will wildly grow (maybe leading to higher prots and cheaper entertainment for
the people). Of course zero monetary cost (piracy) seems better than small cost
(micropayment) but that zero monetary cost needs a lot of time and eort, not
to mention the associated legal dangers.
5 Examples of Collective IQ
The technology behind peer-to-peer le sharing systems is similar to the technol-
ogy of grid computing where complex computational tasks are distributed across
several Internet computers and their network now acts as a super-computer on
a common goal. Therefore, the same technology of pervasive communications
that has accelerated piracy of digital content, has enabled at the same time
the computationally intensive study of complex problems in particle physics,
bioinformatics, environmental sciences (for example simulation of earthquakes),
mathematics (prime number discovery) or even in the search of extra-terrestrial
intelligence.
Pervasive communications allowed the formation of collective-IQ engineering
and in many cases without monetary incentives! Another interesting example
of collective-IQ engineering is ThinkCycle [12], a non-prot web service where
people can post engineering problems among underserved communities and the
environment and get back open-source solutions. Their site acts an incubator
of engineering experience across the world, and it has had impressive success.
Alongside similar lines is the Creative Commons web service were people could
exchange art for commercial or non-commercial use (the legal mechanics are
thoroughly worked out) [11].
6 Non-monetary Incentives for Cooperation
Every successful social relationship entails one basic principle: reciprocity. But
it turns out that nowadays-pervasive communications have engineered coopera-
tion without immediate returns (thinkcycle is one such example). People don't
necessarily need monetary incentives to participate to a common goal. At the
same time there are many technical advantages to participate in cooperative
engineering systems. For example diversity radios and smart relaying can be
proved to conserve energy in dense wireless networks leading to extended battery
life for everybody, even though one message is relayed through other people's
cell phones cite bletsas.
Reciprocity and fairness are needed for any cooperation to ourish rather
than degrade which means that \free-riders" who take advantage of the co-
6operative gains without assisting to the common goal should be detected and
outcasted (such free-riders in the relay radio example above are those who ood
the network with their messages without doing any relaying for the messages of
other nodes). And such free-riders that took advantages of pervasive communi-
cations and their applications are plenty: spam email for example is a typical
tragedy-of-the-commons. Emailing becomes intrusive since people try to exploit
the basic many-to-many property of pervasive communications. Spam email has
been characterized one of the biggest threats of the online world and one of the
most dicult problems to solve (see for example the discussion in the December
2003 Technology Review magazine).
7 The art of cooperation and the Foucault Prin-
ciple
Is it a mere coincidence that the Scandinavian countries of Finland, Sweden
and Norway have astonishingly high spending in social services and at the same
time they are the countries with the most developed wireless networks? Most
likely the correlation is weak, however it is certain that pervasive communica-
tions can facilitate cooperative engineering systems with enormous social value
(examples mentioned above). Probably Foucault's Principle that knowledge is
power should be modied: knowledge to cooperate is power (and vise versa).
Much of the engineering wisdom in the next years will be devoted in engineer-
ing cooperative communication systems and making them socially sustainable.
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